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CHAPTER-1 
INTRODUCTION 
The term library has been derived from the Latin word Liber which 
means 'book'. In Greek and the Roman language the corresponding term 
is bibliotheca. A library is a collection of sources, resources and services, 
and the structure in which it is housed; it is organized for use and 
maintained by a public body, an institution, or a private individual. In the 
more traditional sense, a library is a collection of books. It can mean the 
collection, the building or room that houses such a collection or both. The 
term library has itself acquired a secondary meaning. "A collection of 
useful material for common use". This sense in use in fields such as 
computer science, mathematics. Statistic, electronics and biology. It can 
also be used by publisher in naming series of related books e.g. the 
library of Anglo-Catholic theology; libraries often provide a place of 
silence for studying. 
Every library has its own aims and objectives to fiilfill these by having 
staff, collection, building and finance, everything which is required for it. 
Only services of the library can make it alive, and then the library makes 
an institution alive, that's why, library is also known as heart of the 
institution. A library could then be said to be a social instrument which 
develops the human mind. It also serves as a place where books and 
user's (readers) interact together for the transmission of civilization and 
culfivation of human beings. 
Library will be successfiil when its collecfion, service are utilized 
properly and regularly. Clientele or user are the most important for any 
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library and the user's should be aware about the service which is 
available in the library if the user, that get required information of his/her 
related subject, the motive of the library will be successful. Library 
collection should be adequately to meet the user's needs and library 
services be utilized effectively to it at most. 
Modem libraries are increasingly being redefined as place to get 
unrestricted access to information in many formats and from many 
sources. They are understood as extending beyond the physical walls of a 
building, by including material accessible by electronic means, and by 
providing the assistance of librarian in navigating and analyzing 
tremendous amount of information with a variety of digital tools. 
A.L.A glossary of library and information science has defined library as 
"a collection of materials organized to provide physical, bibliographic, 
and intellectual access to a target group with a staff that is trained to 
provide service and programs related to the information needs of the 
target group". 
According to S.R. Ranganathan "a library is a public institute or 
establishment charged with the care of a collection of books, the duty of 
making them accessible to those who required the use of them and the 
task of converting every person in its neighborhood into the habitual 
library users and readers of a book". 
Thus a library is regarded as a public institution which is also expected to 
convert the potential readers into actual readers. 
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TYPES OF LIBRARY 
The libraries are of the following types: 
> National library 
$» Public library 
Special library 
> Academic library • > 
NATIONAL LIBRARY 
"National library is called national library when it is the official 
depository of printed works, general access library information and 
bibliographic center, and a center of coordination, planning and 
institution of the entire library system of the nation". 
The definition of national library as adopted at the general conference 
of UNESCO in 1970 is as under:-
"Libraries which are irrespective of their titles are responsible for 
acquiring and conserving copies of all significant publications published 
in the country and functioning as a "deposit" library, either by law or 
under other arrangements. They will also normally perform some of the 
following function : Produce a national bibliography; hold and Keep up 
to data a large national and representative collection of foreign literature 
including books about the country, act as a national bibliographical 
information centre, compile union catalogues, publish the retrospective 
national bibliography. Libraries which may be called as national library 
but those functions do not correspond to the above definition should not 
be placed in National Library Category". Example 
1. National library of India, Kolkata 
2. National library of medicine, US 
PUBLIC LIBRARY 
A library which is open for every one, irrespective of age, sex, 
occupation, affiliation and social and economic status is a public library. 
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Ranganathan defines a public library as "an institution maintained for 
and by the community primarily for the social purpose of providing easy 
opportunity for self education through out life of every person of the 
community". Example: 
1. Delhi Public Library, Delhi 
2. Connemara Public Library, Chennai. 
SPECIAL LIBRARY 
Special library means a library which is concerned almost exclusively 
with the literature of a particular subject or group of subject. It also 
includes library with a collection of a particular form of material. 
According to L.H. Harrods "Special Library is a collection of books and 
other printed, graphic or recorded material dealing with a limited field of 
knowledge and provided by learned society, research organization, 
government, department or even an education institution". 
Example 
1. Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Madras. 
2. Khuda Bakhsh Oriental library, Patna 
ACADEMIC LIBRARY 
An academic library attached to an academic institution i.e. an institution 
engage in teaching or research and imparts formal education to the 
student who inspired to complete a particular courses under a prescribed 
syllabus. School, college, universities and technological/ engineering/ 
medical institution some of such institution. There are various academic 
institutions which may vary from one another in respect of courses 
offered by them. 
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Academic library divided into three main libraries: 
• School library 
• College library 
• University library 
School library 
School library is a part and parcel of school setup. It exists to serve the 
objective of its parent organization. A school library plays a very 
important role in helping the educational system of school to achieve its 
goal. 
College library 
A library attached to a college is called a college library. In general a 
college library is regarded as an institution of higher learning which 
usually offer a three years and four years course after school leading to a 
bachelor degree some of the large college offer courses leading to master 
degree usually research take place at university. 
University library 
A university library is a library attached to a university. It exists to cater 
to the needs and requirements of students and teachers and to support the 
teaching and research programs of the university. University library 
considered as an integral part of a university. This library is different 
from other two academic libraries in many respects. Like size, collection 
as well as clientele. Need and importance of university libraries has been 
realized and accepted by many authorities. For example, the Kothari 
commission recognizes a university library as the "heart of the 
university". 
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Example: 
1. Maulana Azad Library, Aligarh 
2. Jamia Hamdard Library, Delhi 
USERS 
The users of the library are the students, research scholars, faculty 
members and teachers of the university. 
COLLECTION 
Building a library collection which should be able to meet the needs of 
the teachers, students and research scholars adequately, is the major task 
of a university library. The collection of university library is categorized 
in three parts. 
Primary sources 
Periodical, journals, patents, standards, dissertations, research reports 
conference proceeding, technical bulletins. 
Secondary sources 
Secondary periodicals, abstracting journals, indexing periodicals, books, 
encyclopedias dictionaries, directories, year books monographs, and 
bibliographies etc. 
Tertiary sources 
Bibliography of bibliographies catalogues of catalogues, list of 
encyclopedias, list of abstracting & indexing journals and guide to 
literature etc. 
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Some basic points of for the proper use of the library services: 
1) All type of collection should be there in the library. 
2) Users should be allowed to use the library. 
3) Current information about the latest arrivals should be provided 
time to time to the user. 
4) Information Technology is important for the modernization of 
libraries. 
5) Skillful staff should be appointed. 
6) Professional should be good in the behavior towards users. 
7) Every student should be well informed. 
8) Every user should be satisfied with the library services. 
9) Library orientation programs should be organized time in the 
library for users. 
10) Library services should be arranged in a manner that can 
easily accessible to the users. 
LIBRARY SERVICES i& CONSTRUCTION ACT. 
The library services and construction act, enacted in 1964 by the US 
congress provides federal assistance to libraries in the US for the purpose 
of improving or implementing library services or undertaking 
construction projects. Influenced by the civil rights movement of the 
1960s, a primary aim of library services and construction Act was to 
provide funding for underserved and/ or disadvantaged communities is 
need of library service, some of these groups include but are not limited 
to the institutionalized, the physically handicapped low-income families, 
senior citizens, and ethnic minorities. 
In its 30years history, the library services and construction Act has 
undergone numerous reauthorizations. Each amendment has been dictated 
by changing needs in the library community, and these needs have been 
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identified and voiced by state librarian and public library directories a 
like. Some of these amendments include appropriations for literary 
programs and the acquisition of foreign language materials. While 
changes to the library services and construction Act have sought to keep 
this piece of legislation current, through the years many have voiced 
opposition to certain aspects of this act. Federally founded, many 
programmes for the purpose of educational and social development have 
more traditionally been a fiscal responsibility of each individual state. 
Though with shrinking state budgets, a shift to a state-funded program for 
library services and construction seemed somewhat unfeasible. 
Additionally, a re-examination of which library services should be 
preserved and which should be abandoned has been suggested. Perhaps as 
a result of this opposition, in 1995 the LSCA was replaced by the Library 
Services and Technology Act (LSTA), dropping construction from the 
federal funding available. 
Its change of title in 1995 not with standing, numerous library programs 
and services have been initiated by ftinds through the library services and 
construction Act, and continue to depend on those funds for their 
existence. An example of one program funded through the LSCA is 
project PLUS (promoting large units of service) this program uses federal 
funding so that library system can demonstrate the services of a library to 
a group of un served residents, so that they may experience what services 
and resources would be available to them if a referendum was passed in 
their community and a library was established. While programs such as 
project PLUS have provided success stories from the funds provided by 
the LSCA. 
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LIBRARY SERVICES 
Library is essentially a service institution. The traditional function of 
library service involves a variety of activities on the part of the library. To 
achieve its goals and realize its policies, a library undertakes various 
services. Some of them are: 
^ Circulation service 
v^  Cataloguing service 
•^ Acquisition service 
^ Reference service 
^ Bibliographic service 
^ Information service 
v^  Translation services 
^ Inter library loan service 
^ OP AC 
CIRCULATION SERVICE 
In circulation work the book and other reading materials are given or 
issued to the readers for their use at their leisure time. This service 
involves simply issue and returned of the document to its readers. 
Circulation of documents is one of the important operations of library 
circulation procedure. In a conventional system it is very lengthy and 
consumes much of the staff time in repetitive works. The use of 
technological devices such as computers, barcode scanners and its 
software in circulation help in performing these routine operations easily 
and quickly. It saves lot of time for the staff as well as for the users. It 
helps in maintaining up-to-date membership records and in finding out 
least status of documents under circulation. 
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CATALOGUING 
Cataloguing is one of the important functions, which Unks the user's 
requirements to the documents in the library. Computerized catalogue is 
the most efficient tool in retrieving information about the documents in a 
library easily and quickly. Catalogue of holdings can be prepared easily 
on the computer by importing the bibliographical details of the 
documents from acquisition file with additional data from library staff 
Once the catalogue of holding is available on the computer, the 
documents can be searched, retrieved and re-arranged in any way as 
desired. The time consuming work involved in the following activities is 
significantly reduced by using computers. 
v^  Catalogue cards production 
^ Catalogue maintenance 
^ Thesaurus construction 
^ Indexes-author, keyword etc 
^ OPAC 
ACQUISITION 
The process of selecting, ordering, and receiving materials for or archival 
collections by purchase, exchange, or gift, which may include budgeting 
and negotiating with outside agencies. Such as publishers, dealers, and 
vendors, to needs of the institutions clientele in the most economical and 
expeditious manner. 
Computerized acquisition is also helps in solution, ordering procuring 
books and other library materials. It helps in preparing subject-wise 
budget allocations. While selecting, ordering, accessioning books, 
libraries will be using most of the same bibliographical details of 
documents, such as author, title, imprint, collection etc. 
10 
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INTER-LIBRARY LOAN SERVICE 
ILL is a service whereby a user of one library can borrow books or 
receive photocopies of documents that are owned by another library the 
user make a request with their local library, which, acting as an 
intermediary, identifies owners of the desired item, places the request, 
receive the item, makes it available to the user; and arranges for its return. 
Although books and journal articles are the most frequently requested 
item, some libraries will lend audio recordings, video recordings, maps, 
sheet music, and microforms of all kinds. 
REFERENCE SERVICE 
Reference service is a personalized service offered to users when they 
visit the library seeking information from books and other documents. 
Reference service is the ultimate goal of all library services. It is the 
service that connects the users with their documents and information 
needs and help in the processing of promoting use of the collection built 
up in a library. This service represents an area of specialized study in 
library science. 
INFORMATION SERVICE 
Each library or information centre must determine the best way of 
keeping its users informed information as it is published. Experimentation 
is required to determine the most effective method for communicating. 
The right information to the right user in the right amount, in the right 
form and at the right time. Hence information service has the following 
aspect. 
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a) Communication of information that will keep its users well 
informed and up-to-date in their fields of interests. 
b) Retrospective searching which is concerned with provision of 
answers to specific enquiries. 
BIBLIOGRAPHIC SERVICE 
Bibliographic services basically are those which guide the users of the 
libraries to the documents where in their required information are likely 
to be available. Hence bibliographic services are those information 
services of the libraries which provide some bibliographic description of 
the documents, for which the users are interested. So, that information 
service like—CAS, SDI, Indexing and Abstracting services and literature 
search services fall under bibliographic services of the libraries. 
TRANSLATION SERVICE 
Translation service is one of the facts of documentation. This plays a very 
important role in dissemination and application of information and 
knowledge. Hence programmes to provide this service should be arranged 
and organized systematically in each library and documentation/ 
information centre. The prograrns concerned with translation services are 
time consuming as well as money consuming. 
ON-LINE PUBLIC ACCESS CATALOGUE (OPAC) 
OP AC is an acronym for "On-line Public Access Catalogue". OPAC are 
library catalogue in the traditional sense and they are on-line 
bibliographic retrieval system. They are becoming a part of the modem 
life. 
The public access on-line catalogue must, at minimum, provide the 
bibliographic record content, retrieval function and access points similar 
12 
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to, and understand able in terms of a card catalogue. Therefore, the record 
content will include entry information, notes information and tracing 
information. The use must be able to locate in the data base, all edition or 
other versions of a work, all works on a given subject, and work or works 
with a specific title. 
13 
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CHAPTER-2 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
Review of related literature is very essential in a new research 
topic because each research study has its own specific purpose. 
The purpose of research is to discover answer to questions through 
the application of scientific procedure. The main aim of research is 
to find out the truth which is hidden and which has not been 
discovered yet. 
Study of related literatures implies locating, reacting and 
evaluating reports of research as well as report of casual 
observation and opinion are related to the individual planned 
research project. 
In any worthwhile study in a field of research, the researchers 
must have an adequate knowledge with the work that has already 
been done in the area of there research. Research workers must 
have up to that information about has been thought and done in the 
area of research. 
The review literature should provide the reader with an 
explanation of the theoretical rational of the problem being studies 
as well as what research has already been done and how the 
finding related to the problem at hand. 
In short, this chapter present an overall review of studies 
conducted abroad as well as In India in chronological order 
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regarding the topic, "Use of Library Services Among the user of 
JMI & IIT Library Delhi : Survey." Investigator reviewed only 
those studies which were similar to the present study or indirectly 
related to the present study. 
2.1 Berger, Agot (2010) made a study under the title "Recent 
trends in library services for ethnic minorities." The experience 
of the author in studying library services in multiethnic societies in 
several countries in Western Europe. This led to a comprehensive 
survey, carried out in 2001, into how the ethnic minorities in 
Denmark use public libraries. The historical context to 
immigration to Denmark and changing government policies are 
described, together with the development of public library 
services. The work of the Danish central library of immigrant 
literature is reviewed. The methodology and main findings are 
provided, together with recommendations. Two main lessons 
emerged. That public libraries have something both unique and 
essential to offer as a part of a national policy towards 
immigration and ethnic minorities; and that success lies in 
combining different service elements ensuring that libraries are 
perceived and used as fi"iendly meeting places. 
2.2. Jagboro, K.O 7 Adewale, T.O (2009) made a study under 
the title "Usage and Adequacy of service points: A case study 
of Heizekiah Oluwasanmi library, Obafemi Awalow 
University." Serve points are highly essential in the proper and 
effective functioning of any library, but more importantly in an 
academic learning environment brought about through information 
communication Technology (ICT) innovative, constant evaluation 
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of service quality is a sine qua non. The objective of this study 
was to evaluate the adequacy of the eleven library service points at 
the Hezekiah Olluwasami library, Obafemi Awolowo University, 
lie-Ife. The research focus included the frequency of usage and 
adequacy of service points. Using, systematic random sampling, 
data were collected from 1000 students' users with the aid of 
recovery of questionnaire with a 77.7% recovery of questionnaire; 
analysis was carried out using percentile method. The result 
showed that may of the service points had at least 50% of 
occasional users, except Reading rooms with a value of 10.9% 
occasional users. Respondents evaluation of the adequacy of 
service points; which excluded occasional users had reading room 
: with value of 64.47% Africana, Circulation, Reference, 
Cataloguing, Serial and Document had values within(43.78-
53.48%)) while bibliography, ICT, Reprography and Day Reserve 
Services had values within (32.60-39.54%). The findings showed 
the need for the many services points. This is highly essential in 
its drive to improve service delivery and encourage usability of 
available resources. 
2.3. Muhammad Fazil khan & Pervez Ahmad (2007) made a 
study under the title "University library services in Pakistan: A 
survey". The university imparts imaginative education and 
facilitates research with the mission to produce sound and healthy 
manpower. Quality education and research is impossible without 
quality & service oriented library. In this article the services of 
university library viz., circulation, reference, indexing, abstracting 
etc. have been highlighted with special reference to Pakistan and 
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efforts of H.E.C regarding digital library have been pin pointed. 
2.4. Bamigboye, O. B. (2007) made a study under the title 
"Evaluation of library services delivery in Olabisi Onabango 
University, ago-Iwoye, Nigeria". The purpose of this paper is to 
present an evaluation of library services delivery in Olabisi 
Onabango University, ago-Iwoye Nigeria. A total of 400 
questionnaires were administered to respondents, of which 387 
(96.75%) were returned and used for this study. The results and 
findings of this study indicated that users' demands of library 
service represent a wide range of aspects, including the 
availability of conventional books and periodicals, a good 
reference fiinction, and access to internet facilities, which are 
considered an important library flmction by many of respondents. 
Recommendations aimed at improving service delivery. 
2.5. Sahu, Ashok Kumar (2007) made a study under the title 
"Measuring service quality in an academic library: An Indian 
case study". The aim of this study is to measure the perception of 
Jawaharlal Nehru University (JNU) library users as they related to 
quality service and to determine how far the JNU library has 
succeeded in delivering such service to its users. The carried out 
among the students and faculty members of the JNU. A 
questionnaire was used as the data gathering instruments for data 
collection consisted of structured questions. The result would 
appear to indicate that the JNU library is not lacking in quality of 
service .However, we need to note that quality information service 
is about helping users to define and satisfy their information 
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needs, building tlieir confidence in using information retrieval 
system, and making the whole activity of working with library 
staff a pleasurable experience. To achieve total quality in 
information service the JNU library should provide a 
comprehensive information programme that is predicated on the 
needs and activities of the users. This study may help those 
libraries who are seriously interested to develop user satisfaction 
and provide better service to the user. This study also suggests 
some recommendation about increasing the user satisfaction in the 
library service. 
2.6. Roknuzzaman & Munshi Nasiruddin M (2007) made a 
study under the title "Library and information support service 
for socio economic development of the library'\ The major 
objectives of the study are to (i) Identify the areas where 
information can contribute the socio-economic development 
process (ii) explore the availability of socio-economic information 
service in Bangladesh (iii) Determine the impact of library & 
information services on socio economic development, activities 
services and programmes (iv) Identify major constraints of library 
& information services in particular (v) Suggests some effective 
majors and provide certain futures direction for the improvements 
of the standards of socio-economic information services in 
Bangladesh. Questionnaire and Interview method used by 
investigator a structured questionnaire was designed and 
distributed to the authorities of the selected libraries & 
information centers. The major findings of the study: the most 
significant information of the questionnaire relating to information 
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processing services, programmes and supporting facilities tliat 
contribute to the socio economic development of Bangladesh were 
critically analyzed to depict a generalization. 
2.7. Naushad Ali PM «& M.D.Ehsan Hasan (2006) made a study 
under the title "Library information services in central library 
of Aligarh Muslim University from the teacher point of view: 
A survey". The major objectives of this study are: (i) To find out 
the awareness among teachers about the various library services 
(ii) Assessing the frequency, purpose of library visit and the 
collection by the teachers (iii) To overall collection, facilities and 
services of library (iv) To collect the opinion regarding the 
computerization of the Maulana Azad library; and to consider the 
factor that will help the library in promoting its services among 
teachers. A structured questionnaire methodology has been used in 
the height of the above stated objectives of the study and 
administered among the 245 teachers of the university on different 
days and different timings in the month of April, May 2003. The 
major findings of study are the investigators. Observed that very 
teachers on the whole make reasonable visit to the Maulana Azad 
library. Most of the teachers use journals for their respective 
departments rather than from the central library 48.57% teachers 
visit the library for the purpose of collecting teaching materials 
only 37.14% teachers are satisfied with the over all fianctioning of 
the library. 
2.8. Jeevan, V.K (2006) made a study under the title "Some 
reflection on maintaining quality in library services". Quality 
is described in many different ways something that is unique and 
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high standard than other similar product or services and has to be 
always aimed at satisfying expectation and demands of user 
through constant monitoring and continuous improvement. 
Library is like service institutions which generate very little 
money. Out of its service and often has very poor infrastructure, 
resources and less number of competent manpower. Survey was 
conducted annually to assess service quality in research libraries 
in the use and result of these surveys are followed up seriously to 
bridge the gap in access and services. Such serious and continuous 
studies in estimating service quality in libraries are yet to pick up 
in our country. Some strategies to maintain service quality in 
different sections in a library such as acquisition, processing, 
circulation, automation, electronic information services are 
elaborated with a checklist to quality service. The study ends by 
identifying some of the problems in ensuring qualitative service 
such as funds, support, staff infrastructure collection, policy, 
priority etc. 
2.9. Benjune, Mathew Benjune i& Kinkus, Jane (2006) made a 
study under the title "Creating a composite of user behavior to 
inform decisions about new and existing library services". This 
paper presents a method of data collection and analysis to inform 
decisions about when to offer human-mediated library services. 
The methodology was synthesized' from several examples in the 
literature of metrics collection and evaluation. Analysis of several 
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sets of data collected from various online resources and services 
revealed clear patterns of online activity within pursue university 
libraries, which informed a recommendation for expansion of chat 
reference service hours and then a second expansion of hours 
based on the results of the first expansion. The results of this study 
offer validation for the useftilness of the methodology presented, 
but further applications of the methodology with other human-
mediated services need to be undertaken. 
2.10. Chopra, H.R & Banerjee, Shushanta (2005) made study 
under the title "Utilization of library and information services 
of public libraries in Punjab: A case study". The article 
discusses the results of a survey conducted on the quality of 
services of public libraries in Punjab, India. Three hundred eighty 
three public library users who possess different levels of 
qualifications are involved in the survey. Responses of users who 
have professional qualifications reveal that most of them feel that 
the library staff is very helpful and supportive to the users. The 
library users who have Doctor of philosophy degrees feel that the 
library staff is very helpful in retrieving information. In addition, 
most users feel that the library staff tries to be courteous to the 
users and extends to help despite problems in the day. 
2.11. O.K, Odeusonya & O.I.Amsa (2005) made a study under 
title "Profiling the experience of Olabisi Onabango university 
library, Nigeria in the automation of its function and 
services". This study relates the experience of Olabisi Onabango 
university library Nigeria, the automation and the successful 
application of x. Lib, a library application programmes developed 
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in Nigeria. It examined the steps taken by the Hbrary in the course 
of automation and the choice of x. Lib, highUghts the problems 
and constraints being confronted by the library automation; and 
offers suggestions on how to improve in project. The major 
finding of this study is: A very small number of libraries has 
online public access catalogue (OPAC) and a few of the survey 
respondents indicated that their library staff member had an 
excellent knowledge of computers and computer functions. About 
44% of responding libraries, own computers and the most 
common micro-computer application is local database searching. 
2.12. Ramesha and Kumar, B.D (2004) made a study under the 
title "Evaluation of circulation of services: A case study of 
university libraries of Karnataka state". The major objectives 
of this study were: (i) To know the total population of the 
university and the number of registered borrowers of the library 
(ii) To know who other the rules to become a number of the 
library are flexible? More the borrowers more the circulation (iii) 
To know the library resources usefiil for the prescribed courses 
such needs and availability of multiple copies.(iv) To assess and 
measure the users opinion about the circulation services (v) To 
work out the strategy to increase the circulation transaction and to 
suggest the feasible and possible solutions.(vi) To know the 
method of charging & discharging of documents easy and simple 
from the point of users and library staff.(vii) To know the time 
required for finding the required materials (viii) To know whether 
library catalogue /OPAC is up-to-date and understand by the 
readers. Questionnaire method was applied for this study two 
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questionnaires were designed as a mix of closed and open ended 
type questions. The data was collected from the librarians of 
university concerned and different category of research scholars 
and faculty members. Major findings of this study are: the study 
helps the librarian to understand the user's opinion towards 
performance of the circulation services: In addition they also 
present to them the better side of the library. 
2.13. Esharenana E. Adomi & Basil E. Iwhiwhu (2004) made a 
study under the title "Users levels of satisfaction with reserve 
collection services in a state university library in Nigeria". This 
is a survey of user's levels of satisfaction with reserve collection 
services at Delta state university library, Abraka, Nigeria. Data 
was collected through questionnaire. The personal characteristics 
of the respondents and their levels of satisfaction with reserve 
collection, loan policy, staff, condition of reading room, opening 
hours and the time it takes to serve users. This paper also 
recommends for improvement. 
2.14. Joseph Muema Kavulya (2003) made a study under the 
title "Marketing of library services: a case study of selected 
university libraries in Kenya". Regardless of the type, libraries 
are under pressure to justify their existence and finding through 
provision of customer or market oriented service. This requires a 
shift from product or Service Orientation to customer or need 
orientation. Different marketing concept provide libraries with the 
tools for collecting and analyzing useful data about information 
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needs of customers, which assist in designing, developing and 
delivering appropriate service. This.paper examine the method use 
by university library in Kenya to market service to different 
categories of users and the problem experienced there in. It 
conclude that, although efforts have been made to achieve this, 
more emphasis must be put on promotion of the already existing 
service and therefore on the need for university library in Kenya to 
adopt more systematic technique in collecting data on their user 
need, if they are to design and deliver service that fit user 
requirements. 
2.15. Parnell, Stephen (2002) made a study under the title 
^'Redefining The cost and complexity of library services for 
open and distance iearning". Although most universities profess 
a belief that libraries are the key element in learner support, the 
ftill cost and complexity of providing quality library services to 
support open and distance education level to be understand. It is 
argued in this article that this under estimation, in part, may 
reflect a lack of appreciation by faculty and university 
administration of the role libraries play in the (distance) learning 
process, within libraries and the education sector at large, there is 
also tends to be a lack of recognition of what portion of the costs 
of access to library's information are borne by other elements 
within universities, by external organizations and by individual 
students. Three fundamental questions addressed are why it is 
necessary to determine. The role of libraries in supporting 
learning who meets there costs? , How institutionally independent 
should access to library & information services are, while it is to 
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be expected that the level of costs incurred by different 
institutions will vary as they meet the library service needs of 
those who study in different modes. There are pedagogical, 
ethical, and quality issues that must be considered information. 
The same academic award is to be made. 
2.16. Rahel Cheng, Stene Bischof, Alan J. Nathanson (2002) 
made a study under the title "Data collection for user-oriented 
library services: Wesleyan University library experience" this 
article details the experience of Wesleyan university library in 
middle town, CT, in the collection, management and assessment 
of library usage statistics to improve current library collections 
and services and plan for future changes in light of rapid changes 
in technology. Topics discussed include index and database usage 
statistics, data from faculty and student surveys and how such data 
led to service changes, reference hours (including digital 
reference), electronic bibliographies, liaison programs, and journal 
circulation data. The conclusion offers several suggestions for 
other libraries who wish to begin a statistical measurement 
program. 
2.17. Nawe, Julita (2001) made a study under the title "the 
future of the library and information services in Tanzania". 
The development of library and information services human 
resources has, in the main, been the responsibility of individual 
institutions. Development of carrier structure is not closely 
monitored. Skills are often not matched to tasks performed, not to 
services to provided, as is inferred from the reasons given for 
dissatisfaction with services and the apparent uneasiness between 
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the library and information workforce and their respective 
employers. However, professionals growing concern cooperative 
undertakings in dealing with professional matters. Seems to pave 
the way for improvement of services in the future. 
2.18. Brophy, peter (2000) made a study under the title 
"Towards a generic model of information and library 
services in the information age". As libraries and information 
services address the needs of users in an increasingly networked 
environment, there is a need for theoretical models to underpin 
research development and practice. The characteristics and 
information services are described, and a variety of predictions 
about their future are examined. A number of recent models of the 
'electronic' or 'digital' library are analyzed, and the concept of the 
'hybrid' library is described. On this basis a generic model of the 
library, using that term in its broadest sense, is developed. A 
number of application areas are identified. 
2.19. Biradar, B.S & Kumar, Sampath B.T (2000) made a 
study under the title "Evaluation of information services and 
faculties offered by DVS polytechnic college library: A case 
study". The objectives of the study were (i) To evaluate the 
existing library service and facilities offered by DVS polytechnic 
college library.(ii) To know whether the personal attribute such as 
nature of work and sex has any impact on the opinion about the 
library services. The questionnaire method used to collect the 
necessary information. The major findings are (i) the present 
system of services offered by the library are inadequate, (ii) A 
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majority of the students and teaching staff are not satisfied with 
drinking water and toilet facility. 
2.20. Chandran, D (2000) in his study discusses the "Use of 
Internet resources and services in S.V University (Tirupathi) 
environment". The main objectives of study were i) to ascertain 
the nature of the respondents who are using the internet, its 
resources and services, (ii) To assess the knowledge of the 
respondents about the networks, (iii) To identify the sources 
through which respondent learn about Internet, (iv) To find out the 
avenues through which the respondents get access to Internet, (v) 
To ascertain the respondents feedback about the Internet. The 
questionnaire method was used to collect the data. The major 
findings are (i) It is found that most of the users are between the 
age group of 20-25 years, and majority of them constitute the 
student of B. tech and M.C.A (ii) It is found that most of users 
aware of the networks VSNL and ERNET (iii) It is found that 
most of the user access E-mail services (iv) It is found that 
majority of the users access the Internet services computer center. 
2.21. Crawford, John C. & Daye, Andrew (2000) made a study 
under the title "A survey of the use of electronic services at 
Glasgow Caledonian university library". This paper describe 
the use of the electronic information fioor (EIF) located in 
Glasgow Caledonian university, Caledonian library and 
information center. The survey used both observational and 
questionnaire method and build on a previous study used focus 
groups and semi-structured interviews. The study was divided into 
two parts: an observational study found word processing, sending 
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and receiving E-mail, and web browsing to the most common 
activities. The more substantial part of the study was questionnaire 
based, the questionnaire being administered both on paper and 
electronically. The main findings were: most respondents were 
full time student; most respondents were PC rather than Mac 
users; only 18 in using the EIF. The main overall conclusions are 
that information searching is a minority activity and that the 
volume of none. 
2.22. Onadiran, R W (1999) conducted a study under the title 
"Nigerian University library services; Students opinion". The 
objectives of the study were (i) To know the extent of student's 
satisfaction with university library service (ii) To find out the 
reasons for students dissatisfaction with the university library 
services. The questionnaire method was used to collect the 
necessary data. The major findings are that 28.7% were 
completely safisfied with the library services. Few users in all the 
faculties were also completely satisfied with the library services. It 
is important to note that large numbers of student i.e 39.5%were 
partially satisfied and 31.8% were not satisfied. There is also 
urgent need for the university libraries in Nigeria to increase their 
collection substantially. 
2.23. Parmaswaran, R & Ramesh Babu, B (1999) presented a 
paper under the fitle "Automation of public libraries and 
information services in the context of electronic information 
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era: Public library staff opinion". The main objectives of the 
study were (i) to find out the application of IT whether improved 
the quality of the library and information services or not (ii) To 
find out the improvement of efficiency of the library (iii) It makes 
integration with in the organization. The five professional staff has 
been selected for the purpose of eliciting their opinion on the 
application of information technology for the collection of data. 
The major findings are (i) IT applicafion made the posifive attitude 
towards public libraries in Chennai (ii) The potential role of the 
libraries and the librarian has enlarged with the introduction of 
information technology. 
2.24. Singh, S.P (1999) made a study under the title "Collection 
development and Readers services at IIT library (Kharagpur): 
User's Assessment". The major objectives of the study were to 
know the users opinion regarding the Acquisition of documents, 
users awareness of services provided by the library. Two types of 
questionnaire methods (one for the librarians and the other for the 
users) were used to conduct the survey. The important findings 
were users belonging to both categories seem to be satisfied with 
collection and services, as most of them have evaluated these to be 
good. However, they mentioned that the quality of collection is 
improving but the quality of services is deteriorating. As far as 
attitude of staff is concerned, the two groups have expressed a 
variance in the opinion. Majority of faculty member have 
evaluated their attitude to be good. On the contrary most of the 
students have evaluated their behavior to be poor. Both the group 
has suggested for the improvement and behavior of the staff 
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2.25. Singh, S.P (1999) made a study under the title "Readers 
services in IIT libraries (India): A comparative study". The 
major objectives of the study were to find out the different types 
of readers services i.e. (i) Lending(ii) I.L.L(iii) Reference 
bibliographical(iv) Bibliographical (v)CAS (vi)SDI (vii) Indexing 
and Abstracting (viii)Photocopying (ix)Translation (x) Book 
Bank(xi) Computer Application(xii)Reprography etc. investigator 
uses the questionnaire and Interview method for collecting the 
data and library records were used for collecting other required 
information. The major findings were reader's services, namely, 
Circulation, I.L.L, Reference, Bibliographical, CAS, 
Photocopying, Translation and document reservation are being 
provided by all IIT libraries. A high percentage of users are aware 
of their provision except translation service, where users' 
awareness was found to be low. 
2.26. Singh, S.P (1999) made a study under the title "IIT library 
(Kanpur) : Users assessment of collection and reader services" 
the objectives of the study include (i) To analysis of users opinion 
about the adequacy of the categories of documents(ii) To know the 
users response on awareness of the services provided by the 
library(iii) To know the reservation facility provided by the 
library(iv) To find out the users opinion regarding the 
photocopying service provided by the library the questionnaire 
method was used to collect the data. The major findings were (i) 
Majority of the users rated the library collection, library service 
and attitude of library collection, library services and attitude of 
library staff is good (ii) library services have also been found to be 
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satisfactory (iii) However the users are not fully satisfied with the 
photocopying services provided by the library, the need for 
improvement in photocopying service. 
2.27. Arif, Sibai & Sulaiman (1998) conducted a study under the 
title "Inter-Library Loan Service in the Kingdom of Saudi 
Arabia: A case study of medical libraries". The last 20years 
have seen a marked increase in co-operation among Saudi Arabia 
Medical libraries with inter library loan service at the forefront. 
The study investigates the current situation of co-operative inter 
lending and resource sharing among medical libraries in the 
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. The study discusses various methods 
for provide Inter-Library Loan service including direct Inter-
lending through union catalogue and centralized lending. Other 
resource sharing activities are also described in the case study 
methodology document interviews, and personal conversations 
were utilized to provide the needed information. A number of 
medical libraries were chosen, and their Inter-library loan request 
for the year 1995 was thoroughly investigated. Results are 
analyzed, and some concluding remarks for future action were 
presented. Saudi Arabia Medical libraries should also become 
familiar with latest scanning, storage and for the levels of full 
scale electronic document delivery service. 
2.28. Park, Iljiog (1997) made a study a title "A comparative 
study of major OPACS in selected academic library for 
developing country -user study and subjective user's 
evaluation". The main objectives of the study were to provide 
information on the characters of specific group of international 
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college students from a developing country, in order to assist 
system managers in the selection of OP AC. The questionnaire 
method was used to collect the data. The major findings: 
There was no significant difference among specific user group of 
Korean students in distribution of their knowledge about how to 
use a particular OPAC. Since significance values of four 
comparisons within their distribution are much higher than 5% of 
the sub-hypothesis was rejected with at least 16% level of 
significance. 
Combined freshmen sophomore user group and the Ph. d user 
group show a significant difference and fi-eshmen and Ph. d user 
group, and age 0-20 and30-32 user groups are the pairs of group 
which are significantly different at the 0.05 level of significance. 
Of the specific user group in the age category the 30-32 year old 
student group knew the greatest number of searching methods 
(3.633 out of the 5 methods or about 73%) and freshmen user 
group knew the least member (2.232 out of 5 methods or about 
45%)) in using a particular OPAC. 
Of the five methods of learning to use OPAC systems an average 
of three methods where known by the users. 
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CHAPTER-3 
PROFILE OF LIBRARIES 
JAMIA MILLIAISLAMIA 
Jamia Millia Islamia, an institution originally established at Aligarh in 
India in 1920 becomes a central university by an act of the Indian 
parliament in 1988. 
The foundation committee of Jamia Millia Islamia met on 29 Oct 1920 
and elected Hakim Ajmal Khan as first chancellor of Jamia on 
22Nov.l920. It also created a syllabus subcommittee. The known 
freedom fighter and Muslim theologian Maulana Mehmud Hasan laid the 
foundafion stone of Jamia Millia Islamia at Aligarh on Friday 29 
Oct. 1920. 
HISTORY 
Hakim Ajmal Khan, Dr.Mukhtar Ahmad Ansari and Abdul Majeed 
Khawaja supported by Gandhi, shifted jamia from Aligarh to Karol bagh 
in New Delhi in 1925. At that fime, Gandhiji's contacts helped to secure 
the financial help for jamia. In 1925, a group of three friends studying in 
Germany, Dr. Zakir Hussain, Dr. Abid Hussain and Dr. Mohammad 
Mujeeb decided to serve jamia. The first step they took was the 
introduction of the hugely popular evening class for adult education 
which was later in 1938 becomes an institufion called Idara-Taleem-0-
Taraqqi. 
In 1928 the leadership of jamia moved into the hands of Dr. Zakir 
Hussain who become its vice-chancellor. In 1936 jamia was shifted to 
new campus at Okhla. On 4 June 1939, Jamia Millia Islamia was 
registered as a society. In 1939, Maulana Ubaidullah Sindhi came to 
jamia and started a school of Islamic Studies in jamia, called Baitul 
Hikmat. In 1949, during jamia's silver jubilee celebration, mohd Ali 
jinnah, Liyaqat Ali Khan, Dr.Zakir Hussain, Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, 
Asaf Ali and sir C Rajagopalachari were present. 
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In 1962, the UGC declared the jamia 'deemed to be university'. Soon 
thereafter, the school of social work was established. In 1971, jamia 
started the Zakir Hussain Institute of Islamic studies. B.E. course 
commenced in 1978. In 1981, the faculties of humanities and languages, 
Natural sciences. Social sciences and the state resources centre were 
founded. In 1983, university started the Mass communication Research 
centre and the centre for coaching and carrier planning. 
CENTRAL UNIVERSITY. 
By a special act of the parliament, jamia was made a central university of 
India in Decl988. Many new courses at UG and PG levels have since 
been added. Beside its six faculties, jamia has a number of centers of 
learning and research. The jamia is also marching ahead in the field of 
Information Technology (IT). A part from this, the jamia has a campus 
wide network which connects a large number of its departments and 
offices. 
Dr. Zakir Hussain library is the central library of the jamia library system, 
which includes various faculty libraries. The existing building covers an 
area of 22,900sq.ft. A new central library building has been sectioned and 
shelf shortly be constructed with a total covered area of 1, 06,850sq.ft. 
The building has designed to reflect the jamia's contemporary image and 
accommodate the ever increasing the demands of the modem library 
system. 
SECTIONS OF JMI LIBRARY. 
Text Book Section 
The library maintains a text book section which has a separate collection 
of text book that can be consulted with in the library on deposition of 
text-book ticket at counter of the section, till the closures of the library. 
The text books can also be issued for overnight loan after 3:00pm. To 
5:30pm. Against text book ticket which should be returned the next day. 
The collection has text book in English, Urdu and Hindi. 
Two halls in the library on the ground floors has been segregation as 
independent library reader rooms where authorized library users can 
bring their personal books and other reading materials .Apart from these 
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reading rooms, the library provided separate halls for research scholars 
and teaching of the university .The reading rooms open with the main 
library but their closing hours varies .Generally reading rooms are closed 
at 8:00pm. But during exam times they remains open till night .The 
section has seating capacity of about 400 users .The entry in the section is 
allowed only on the providential of I-cards to the security staff. 
Rare Rooks Section 
Dr. Zakir Husain library maintained a separate rare books sections. This 
section contain approximately 1600 books published from the 16 to 19 
century in English, Urdu, Hindi, Persian and Arabic which are of rare 
nature. This section also has rare news papers published during the period 
from 16* to IQ''^  century. 
Jamia Authors Section 
This section has a collection special collection of 2500 books written 
edited and completed by teachers, researchers and students of Jamia 
Millia Islamia. 
Collection of JMI Library 
Dr. Zakir Husain library of Jamia Millia Islamia has following 
collection.... 
General Collection 
Books 
Journals 
Theses 
Microfilms 
Compact Disc 
Manuscripts 
Special collection 
Language wise bn 
3, 02,000 
445 
600 
300 
120 
3000 
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Language 
Urdu 
Hindi 
Persian 
Arabic 
Number of books 
25000 
12000 
2600 
3000 
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Special Collection 
The library has special collection benefit by various persons. 
1. Ambala collection, 
2. Abdul Qayyum Naqvi collection. 
3. Begum Dr. Ansari collection. 
4. Dr. Yusuf Hussain Khan collection 
5. Dr. Zakir Hussain collection. 
6. Gulam Rabbani Taban collection. 
7. Jigar Moradabadi Collection. 
8. Junaid Ansari Collection. 
9. Justice M.Hidayatullah Collection. 
lO.Maulana Imdad Sabri Collection 
11 .Maulana Mohammed Ali Collection. 
12.Moulana Obaidullah Sindhi collection. 
13.Maulana Saifullah Barkati Collection. 
14.Mufti Anwarul Haq Collection. 
15.Rehmania Collection. 
16.Sahibzada Sajid Ali collection. 
17.Sayed Zahid Delhvi Collection. 
Manuscripts 
Dr. Zakir Husain library has 3000 manuscripts on various subjects such 
as Astronomy, Astrology, Music, Quranic Studies, Sufism, Logic, 
Philosophy, Unani Medecine, Mathematics, oriental Studies and 
Hinduism in Arabic, Persian, Urdu, Pushtoo, Punjabi and Brij Bhasha. 
LIBRARY SERVICES. 
Dr. Zakir Husain library provides the following services to its users 
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a) Lending Service. 
The library has made available the borrowing facilities of books 
between 9:00am to 4:30pm. 
b) Reading Room service. 
Reading and studying facility for text book collection is made 
available within the reading halls. The separate reading halls for 
scholar/teachers and PG students are available. 
c) Orientation Programmes. 
Individual and group orientation programmes are available for digital 
resources and services. 
d) Document Delivery Service. 
Bonafied members of the library can get reprints of journals/articles 
by filling up the form at the circulation counter. 
e) Photocopy Service 
The library provides photocopy service through private contractors. 
The services are located as separate units next to main interence of the 
text book section. The users can approach the unit directory. They 
may also request the circulation counter. For any difficulty or 
assistance, the user may approach the in charge of user's services. 
f) Inter library Loan Service 
The library offers inter library loan service to its users for the books, 
periodicals and articles that are not available in the library. This 
service is provide on No profit-No loss basis an expected to be 
prompt. The library, in turn also lends its resources to the libraries of 
other govt, and academic institutions. 
g) Document Procurement Services 
Document Procurement Services can be made available from America 
Center library, British Council library, DELNET and INFLIBNET. 
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For documents, users will have to fill up a form available at the 
circulation counter and deposit it at the counter. The request can be 
made through e-mails also on Zhi@imi.emet.in 
h) Internet Service 
Library has introduced internet service from 2003 to the bonafid 
members of the library. At present, the internet service is available free of 
cost from morning 9: 00am to 5: 30pm in all working days. 
The bonafide members are permitted to use this facility after entry in log 
book maintained at the library. 
i) Reference Service 
The library maintains a separate reference collection consisting of fast 
finding such as almanacs, atlases, biographical and language 
dictionaries, directories, and books and statistical compilations, 
encyclopedias, technical data, maps, films etc. the reference book are 
not issued but consulted within the library. The library provides the 
reprographic service in this section also. Reference service provides 
assistance with factual and research questions, subject guides on 
findings and using materials and library instruction and research 
consultation. 
Online Public Access Catalogue (OPAC) 
The card catalogues have been replaced by computer based online 
catalogue in the library of JMI, the online catalogue is placed at the 
entrance lobby of the main building and the users can search the 
relevant documents by using OPAC terminals that have been placed 
there. The online public Access Catalogue allows the users to search 
the relevant documents by: 
> Author 
> Title 
> Subject 
> Keywords 
> Class number 
> Boolean Logic search. 
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The computer catalogue, online catalogue is extremely user friendly and 
enables users to search the relevant information with much ease and 
speed. It also gives the availability status of documents; whether a 
particular document is available or on loan-on site orientation and 
guidance is available at the online catalogue terminals. 
Digital Information Resources Centre 
Dr. Zakir Husain library has launched the digital information resources 
centre for the Jamia Millia's academic and research community. It 
provides the access to databases of electronic resources to the bonafied 
members. These services are available through Internet. The databases of 
electronic resources are constantly reviewed and updated according to the 
growing needs of the Jamia community. Orientation programmes on use 
of digital information resources are periodically conducted. The users 
may log on to the jamia's website at http/www.jmi.in —university 
library—e-joumals/digital library. The users may also log on to the 
concerned website according to the URL indicated at the end of each 
database. 
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INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, DELHI 
Indian institute of technology (IITD) established in 1963 is one of the six 
institute of technology in India created as centers of excellence for higher 
training, research and development in science, engineering and 
technology. 
The Institute is situated in Hauz Khas in south Delhi, and is about 12km 
from the Airport, and 14km. from the New Delhi Railway station. 
IIT library: An Introduction. 
IIT Delhi supports the teaching, research and development programmes 
of Institute through one central and 18 departmental library. The central 
libraries are its main constituent part. It is one of the most modem 
academic libraries. It is three storied, centrally air conditioned building, 
all the student, faculty, and employees of the institute are entitled to make 
use of its services and facilities. It also extends its facilities, to the 
industries under its corporate membership programme. Its collection 
exceeds to more than three lakhs comprising books, periodicals, 
standards, technical Reports, pamphlets, Microfilm, Microfiche, CD-
ROM databases,. The library has access to more than 1300 electronic 
journals. Central library also has video-viewing facility. The library has a 
rich collection of books on science and technology including chemistry, 
Mathematics, Physics, Chemical engineering, Civil engineering, 
computer science, electrical and electronic engineering, biochemical and 
biochemical engineering. The library subscribes to 850 current journals. 
Besides, library also has a good collection in the areas of humanities and 
social sciences. The collection on humanities and social sciences is 
housed on the ground floor of the library. 
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Collection of the Library. 
The library subscribes to 580 current journals. The library has a rich 
collection of books on science and technology including chemistry, 
Mathematics, Physics, Chemical engineering, Civil engineering, 
computer science, electrical and electronics engineering, textile 
engineering. Besides, library also has a good collection in the areas of 
humanities and social sciences. 
The collection on humanities and social sciences is housed on the ground 
floor of the library. Besides general collection, the library has segregated 
specialized collection having separate collection codes mentioned below:-
1. General collection. 
2. Reference Books. 
3. Conference Proceedings. 
4. Progress Reports. 
5. Standards. 
6. Bound volumes of journals. 
7. Technical Report. 
8. Theses. 
9. Textbook. 
lO.BookBank. 
11 .Video Cassettes. 
12.Compacts Discs. 
The total collection of the library as on 31^' March, 2009 is as follows— 
Books 
Bound volume of journals 
Standards 
Technical Reports 
Theses 
Pamphlets 
Microfilm/microfiche 
Video cassettes 
1,84,546 
1,02,232 
26,923 
14,430 
3,591 
1,095 
2,261 
1,800 
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Compact Disc 1,200 
LIBRARY SERVICES 
The library of IIT provides the following services to its users. 
Electronic Reference Service 
The central library IITD has recently switched over to the silver 
platter's electronic reference library technology for providing 
access to bibliographic databases subscribes on CD-ROM. 
CD-ROM Search Service 
The library offers network based CD-ROM search service from the 
CD-ROM databases subscribes in the central library. Most of the 
databases have now been transferred to ERL technology. A CD-
NET was installed in the library enables searching of CD-ROM 
databases on the campus internet. 
Circulation Service 
The central library has successfully switched over from the ticlcet 
based manual methods of issue to computerized circulation system 
based on the barcode patron's cards and bar-coded books. The 
complete book collection in the library has been bar-coded. 
The Libsys package has been successfully implemented for the 
circulation activities, initially for faculty and staff. All faculty and 
staff members are being migrated to the new computerized 
circulation system. The package has been implemented for 
Acquisition and Cataloguing activities. The data entry work for 
serial system is in progress. 
Library Catalogue 
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The library offers computerized catalogue search services through 
the OP AC interface of the LIBSYS. 
Video Library 
The central library has a collection of more than 1,100 video 
cassettes. Most of the videocassettes collection in the library consists of 
video recording of services of classroom lectures delivered by the IIT 
faculty to the under graduate engineering students. 
Inter-Library Loan and Document Procurement Service 
The library offer inter-library loan service to its users for the books and 
periodicals not available in the IIT library by procuring them from other 
libraries within Delhi document procurement service can be made 
available from INSDOC, British library lending division or other 
document delivery service if the user is wiling to bear the expanses 
involved. 
Reference Service and General Assistance 
Readers may approach the reference and membership Desk for 
information for any assistance in the use of library collection and service. 
Users may contact computer application division for computerized 
service CD-ROM based searched service and Web based electronic 
journals. 
Xeroxing Facility 
The Xeroxing facility in the library is extended. Through an external 
outfit, namely M/S Electra Photo Studio, who is permitted to operate 
from with in the IIT, Delhi, central library premises. 
Text Book and Boole Bank 
The library maintained a separate collection of text book, which can be 
consuhed within the library premises on deposition of identity card/ text-
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book ticket at the text-book counter for a limited period not exceeding 
90.minutes. 
Bindery Service 
The central library houses a bindery which looks after the maintenance of 
library documents. Binding outfit are contracted to perform most of the 
binding jobs for the library, however, soft binding of journals not 
preserved for long, is done in the library bindery. The library bindery also 
does the lamination work for the institute. 
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CHAPTER-4 
METHODOLOGY 
This chapter deals with methodology used in the study and has been 
discuss under the following headings:-
> Selection of the problem 
> Scope 
> Objectives of the study 
> Hypothesis 
> Methodology 
> Sampling method 
> Data collection procedure 
> Data analysis method 
Selection of the Problem 
The problem for the present study is entitled. "Use of library services 
among users of JMI & IIT library, Delhi: A survey". 
Scope 
The scope of the study has been limited by following construction. 
1) The study is limited to the students and library staff of JMI & IIT 
library, Delhi. 
2) For this study two different sets of questionnaire were framed, once 
for librarian and second for users. The sample of questionnaire 
were distributed among 50 users of JMI and 50 IIT library, the 
responses are collected from both the institutions. 
3) It includes aspects like purpose of visiting the library and which 
type of services provided by the library and users satisfaction level 
of these libraries. 
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Objectives of the study 
1) To find out the frequency of visit to the library of JMI & IIT, 
library. 
2) To find out the frequency of use of materials. 
3) To find out the purpose of visit to the libraries. 
4) To find out the awareness of users regarding the various services 
provided by the JMI and IIT library. 
5) To know the satisfaction level of the users with regard to the 
library services. 
6) To know the opinion of users about the OP AC. 
7) To know the users of JMI & IIT library use card catalogue or not. 
8) To know the problem faced by the users while using OP AC. 
9) To know the users of JMI & IIT library that use card catalogue or 
not. 
10) To know that users find information electronically or not. 
11) To find out that Online and CD-ROM data bases are essential for 
users. 
12) To find out the users opinion regarding the overall functions, 
facilities and services of JMI and IIT library. 
13) To know the users opinion regarding the behavior of the library 
staff 
14) To collect the suggestion from the users for further development 
of libraries, its resources, facilities and services. 
Hypothesis 
The purpose of the study is to know that how many services are provided 
by the university libraries and what is the use of library services in the 
JMI «& IIT library, Delhi. 
How much the users is aware of different type of library services which 
are provided by the JMI & IIT library, Delhi and also to know whether 
the users are satisfied with the library services or not and they are not 
then how to improve the library services according to the users needs. 
Therefore the following hypotheses have been formulated: 
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1. Most of the users of JMI & IIT visit the library daily. 
2. High percentage of the users of JMI & IIT library is 
expected to visit the library frequently to borrow books and 
study purpose. 
3. High percentages of users of JMI & IIT are aware about 
most of the services provided by both the libraries. 
4. Large numbers of users are utilizing the Internet service 
available in both the libraries. 
5. Most of the users of both the libraries have no problem in 
using OP AC. 
6. A large number of users are satisfied with the behavior of 
library staff. 
Methodology 
There are several techniques available for collecting data such as 
(i) Questionnaire method 
(ii) Interview method 
(iii) Observation method 
(iv) Documentary method \ 
For this study the investigator used questionnaire, observation and 
interview methods for the collection of data. 
i) Questionnaire Method 
Questionnaire is a tool to collect the data from the diverse large and 
widely scattered group. It is called the heart of survey operation. The 
important step in this method is to take care in the design of questions. 
Questionnaire is given to the person concerned and asks for the opinion 
or factual information. The questions are formed in such a way that the 
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relation of one question sequence must be clear and the respondents have 
to answer the question on their own level. 
a) Open Questionnaire 
In this questionnaire no answer is given against question, respondent 
supply the answer in his/her own words. 
b) Closed Questionnaire 
In this type of questionnaire, answer is given in front of 
question. The respondent has to select the alternate answer written 
against the question, so the work of the respondent is to tick out the 
right answers. 
ii) Observation Method 
Observational method is normally employed in measuring, testing, 
characterizing human behavior by the way of the investigators own 
observation, without interviewing the respondent. In this method the 
investigator observe in relate to what is currently happening and is not 
relate to either past or future intentions of users. This is totally gained by 
experience himself/herself. 
iii) Interview Method 
The interview method is direct and has greater flexibility. 
According to Young "Interview is a systematic method by which a person 
enters more or less imaginatively into the life of a comparative stranger". 
This method is unique because the collection of data is through direct 
verbal interaction between the individuals. In this method investigator ask 
some questions to the users and library staff relating to services and 
facilities provided by the library. 
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iv) Documentary Method 
It has been an important source of information. Through 
documentation method the researchers make use of many documents are 
secondary, pubUshed or unpubHshed to extract necessary information 
from documents is very important, it is dependable and valuable source of 
information which is a record that contains important information about a 
problem or aspect of study. 
Sampling Method 
Sampling may be defined as the selection of same part of an aggregate or 
totality on the basis of which a judgment on interface about the aggregate 
totality is made. 
The total number of questionnaire distributed is 100. 50 for the users of 
JMI and 50 for the users of IIT during the year 2009-10. 
Data Collection Procedure 
The data collection procedure for the present study is the questionnaire 
method, interview method, sampling method & observation method. The 
interviews were conducted personally, questionnaires were distributed to 
the users of JMI & IIT library and filled questionnaire were collected. 
Data Analysis Method 
The data collected through questionnaire observation & informal 
interviews method are organized and tabulation by using statistical 
method tables and percentages. Two different sets of questionnaire were 
framed, once for librarian and second for users. So the analysis is based 
on one chapter of two parts: one of users and other of staff. 
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CHAPTER-5 
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA 
(FOR USERS) 
The problem for the study is entitled "Use of library services among the 
users of JMI & IIT library, Delhi: a survey. 
The collected data are organized and tabulated by using statistical 
method, table and percentage. This chapter deals with the analysis and 
interpretation of the data, which have been collected through 
questionnaire, interview and observation. A total number of 50 
questionnaire were distributed both the universities. The entire 
questionnaires were returned from both the universities respectively. 
Jamia Millia Islamia (JMI) /K^ ^^ o e ? ^ \ 
Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) ]* j\)S ' ~> , 
^^^Acc. >»o-
Table-1 
Response rate of all users 
I • ,^  ? V •-'' 
Universities 
JMI 
IIT 
Questionnaire Distributed 
50 
50 
No. of returned 
50 
50 
Percentage 
100 
100 
In order to assess the students of both the universities it is observed that 
100% in JMI and 100% in IIT university as shovm in table-1. It is evident 
from the table that students of both the universities were equally 
interested in filling the questionnaires. 
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Table-2 
Frequency of visit to tlie library 
Frequency of visit 
Daily 
2-3 times a week 
Once in a week 
Seldom 
Total 
JMI Library 
35(70%) 
8(16%) 
5(10%) 
2(4%) 
50(100%) 
IIT Library 
38(76%) 
10(20%) 
2(4%) 
0(0%) 
50(100%) 
Table-2 show that 35(70%) users of JMI visit the library daily, 8(16%) 
users 2-3 times a week visit the library, 5(10%) users once in a week and 
2(4%) users seldom. While 38(76%) users of IIT visit the library daily, 
10(20%), 2-3 times visit in a week, 2(4%) once in a week. 
So, mostly users of both the libraries visit the library daily. 
TabIe-3 
Frequency of use of library resources 
Material 
Books 
Periodicals 
Journals 
Newspaper 
E-resources 
Total 
JMI Library 
25(50%) 
1(2%) 
6(12%) 
16(32%) 
2(4%) 
50(100%) 
IIT Library 
26(52%) 
2(4%) 
5(10%) 
14(28%) 
3(6%) 
50(100%) 
Table-3 shows that 25(50%) users of JMI use books, 1(2%) users use 
periodical, 6(12%) users use journals, 16(32%) users use newspaper and 
2(4%) users of IIT use e-resources. while 26(52%) users of IIT use books, 
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2 (4%) use periodicals, 5(10%) use journals, 14(28%) use newspaper and 
3(6%) use e-resources. 
Table-4 
Purpose of visiting the library 
Purpose of visiting the Ubrary 
For study purpose 
For research purpose 
To borrow books 
To spend leisure time 
Total 
JMI Library 
28(56%) 
6(12%) 
16(32%) 
0(0%) 
50(100%) 
IIT Library 
30(60%) 
8(16%) 
12(24%) 
0(0%) 
50(100%) 
Table-4 shows that 28(56%) users of JMI visit the library for study 
purpose, 6(12%) users visit the library for research purpose, 16(32%) 
visit the library to borrow books, While 30(60%) users of IIT visit the 
library for study purpose, 8(16%) visit for research purpose and 12(24%) 
users visit the library for borrow of books. 
Therefore the users of IIT Library visit for study and research purpose. 
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TabIe-5 
User's opinion about the use of library services 
Services 
Lending service 
Books 
Videos 
Periodicals 
Inter-library loan 
Reference & information services 
Bibliographic service 
Internet service 
CD-ROM 
Photocopying 
Microfilming 
JMI Library 
Yes 
30(60%) 
40(80%) 
0 
20(40%) 
0 
25(40%) 
20(40%) 
25(50%) 
15(30%) 
40(80%) 
0 
No 
20(40%) 
10(20%) 
0 
30(60%) 
0 
30(60%) 
30(60%) 
25(50%) 
35(70%) 
10(20%) 
0 
IIT Library 
Yes 
32(64%) 
45(90%) 
0 
30(60%) 
0 
30(60%) 
6(12%) 
4(8%) 
17(34%) 
36(72%) 
0 
No 
18(36%) 
5(10%) 
0 
20(40%) 
0 
20(40%) 
44(88%) 
10(20%) 
33(66%) 
14(28%) 
0 
(Multiple answers were permitted) 
TabIe-5 show that 30(60%) users of JMI are using lending service, 
20(40%) do not using lending service. 40(80%) users are using books and 
10(20%) don use books. 20(40%) users are using periodicals and 
30(60%) do not use periodical. 25(40%) users are using reference & 
information service 30(60%) users do not use reference service. 20(40%) 
users are using bibliographic service, 6(12%) users do not use this 
service. 25(50%) users are using internet service,30(60%) users do not 
use internet service. 15(30%) users using CD-ROM database service and 
35(70%) users do not use CD-ROM databases. 40(80%) users using 
photocopying service 10(20%) users do not use this service. Similarly, 
32(64%) users of IIT are using lending service and 18(36%) users do not 
use lending service.45(90%) users using books and 5(10%) do not use 
books. 4(8%) users are using videos and 42(82%) users do not use 
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videos.30(60%) users are using periodicals and 20(40%) users do not use 
periodicals.30(60%) users are using reference and information service 
and 20(40%) users do not use this service.6(12%) users are using 
bibliographic service and 44(88%) do not use bibliographic 
service.40(80%) users are using internet service and 10(20%) do not use 
internet service. 17(34%) users are using CD-ROM databases and 
33(66%) users do not use CD-ROM databases. 36(72%) users are using 
photocopying service and 14(28%) do not use this service. 
Inter-Library Loan and Microfilming services are not used by the users of 
both the libraries. 
Table-6 
User's satisfaction level with the library service 
Satisfaction level 
Very satisfied 
Satisfied 
Dissatisfied 
Total 
The analysis of 
JMI Library 
15(30%) 
30(60%) 
5(10%) 
50(100%) 
the above tab 
IIT Library 
20(40%) 
29(58%) 
1(2%) 
50(100%) 
e shows that 
IIT are very much satisfied with their library services. The percentages of 
those users who are dissatisfied with library service are 10% & 2% 
respectively. The 60% of the users of JMI & 58% users of IIT are 
satisfied with the library services. 
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Table-7 
User's opinion about using the shelf for searching 
Using shelf 
Always 
Mostly 
Sometimes 
Never 
Total 
JMI Library 
2(4%) 
13(26%) 
30(60%) 
5(10%) 
50(100%) 
IIT Library 
0(0%) 
10(20%) 
32(64%) 
8(16%) 
50(100%) 
Table-7 shows that 30(60%)users of JMI sometimes use the shelf for 
searching the document, 13(26%) users are mostly search the shelves, 
5(10%) users never goes to shelves and 2(4%) users always use. While 
32(64%) users of IIT sometimes use the shelf for searching the document, 
10(20%) users are mostly goes to shelves and 8(16%) users never use. 
So, this table clear that most of the users of IIT sometimes use the shelf 
for searching the document than the users of JMI Library. 
Table-8 
User's strategy for searching of documents 
Search by... 
Keyword 
Subject 
Author 
Title 
Total 
Name of the Libraries 
JMI 
4(8%) 
10(20%) 
25(50%) 
11(22%) 
50(100%) 
IIT 
6(12%) 
14(28%) 
26(52%) 
4(8%) 
50(100%) 
The data in table-8 clearly indicate out of 50 users, 25(50%) users of JMI 
search the document by Author, 11(22%) users search the document by 
subject and 4(8%) users search the document by Keyword. While 
26(52%) users of IIT search the document by Author, 14(28%) users 
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search the document by Keyword and 4(8%) search the document by 
Title. 
So, this table clears that most of the users of IIT search the document 
according to Author and subject than the users of JMI Library. 
Table-9 
Problem faced by using the OP AC 
Problem of using OP AC 
Very easy 
Easy 
Fairly difficult 
Difficult 
Total 
JMI 
12(24%) 
30(60%) 
2(4%) 
6(12%) 
50(100%) 
IIT 
20(40%) 
30(60%) 
0(0%) 
0(0%) 
50(100%) 
Analysis of the above table reveals that 12(24%) users of JMI & 20(40%) 
users of IIT have no problem in using OP AC. It is very easy for them to 
use OP AC. 30(60%) users of JMI & 30(60%) of IIT comes under the 
category of those users for them OP AC is easy. While 2(4%) of JMI users 
says that OP AC is fairly difficult and 6(12%) of JMI users says that is 
difficult in use. 
Table-10 
Search information Electronically 
Find information 
Search engines 
Electronic journals 
Electronic databases through library 
Total 
JMI Library 
29(58%) 
14(28%) 
7(14%) 
50(100%) 
IIT Library 
24(48%) 
17(34%) 
9(18%) 
50(100%) 
The above table reveals that 29(58%) users of JMI find information 
through search engines, 14(28%) users find information through 
electronic journals and 7(14%) users find information through electronic 
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databases. While 24(48%) users of IIT find information through search 
engines, 17(34%) users find information through electronic journals and 
9(18%) users find information through electronic databases. 
So, most users of both the libraries find information through search 
engines. 
Table-11 
User's opinion about the using of Internet service 
Use of Internet 
Yes 
No 
Total 
JMI 
38(76%) 
12(24%) 
50 
IIT 
42(84%) 
8(16%) 
The above table shows that most of the user's i.e.38 (76%) of JMI and 
42(84%) users of IIT use Internet service when some user's i.e. 12 (24%) 
of JMI and 8(16%) users of IIT use Internet service. 
Table-12 
Problems faced in Internet service 
Problems faced in Internet Service 
Yes 
No 
Total 
JMI Library 
15(30%) 
35(70%) 
50(100%) 
IIT Library 
8(16%) 
42(84%) 
50(100%) 
Users' response in Table-12 shows that 15(30%)) users of JMI expressed 
their views that they are facing problems in using internet and 35(70%) 
users says that they are not facing any problem in internet. While 8(16%) 
users of IIT expressed their views that they are facing problems in using 
internet and 42(84%) says that they are not facing any problem in using 
internet. 
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Table-13 
User's opinion about behavior of Library Staff 
Behavior of library staff 
Satisfied 
Very satisfied 
Dissatisfied 
Total 
Name of the Library 
JMI Library 
20(40%) 
10(20%) 
20(40%) 
50(100%) 
IIT Library 
30(60%) 
6(12%) 
14(28%) 
50(100%) 
This table shows the behavior of library staff for users. It is observed that 
20(40%) users of JMI are satisfied with the behavior of library staff, 
20(40%) users are very satisfied, and 10 (20%) users are dissatisfied. 
While 30(60%) users of IIT are satisfied with the behavior of library 
staff, 14(28%) users are very satisfied, 6(12%) users are dissatisfied. 
Table-14 
User's opinion regarding various types of facilities 
Facilities of the Library 
Space for reading 
Lighting 
Cleanliness 
Ventilation 
Equipment 
Drinking water 
Yes 
40(80%) 
30(60%) 
45(90%) 
32(64%) 
25(50%) 
45(90%) 
No 
10(20%) 
20(40%) 
5(10%) 
12(24%) 
25(50%) 
5(10%) 
Yes 
38(76%) 
34(78%) 
46(92%) 
36(72%) 
34(68%) 
44(88%) 
No 
12(24%) 
11(22%) 
4(8%) 
14(28%) 
16(32%) 
6(12%) 
(Multiple answers were permitted) 
Table -14 shows that most of the users of JMI i.e40 (80%) are satisfied 
with the space for reading in the library, where as 45(90%) users are 
satisfied with cleanliness of the library, 45(90%) users are satisfied with 
Drinking water, 30(60%) users are safisfied with Lighting, 32(64%) users 
are satisfied with Ventilation of the library and 25(50%) users are 
satisfied with equipment. 
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Similarly, most of the users of IIT i.e. 46 (92%) are satisfied with 
cleanliness of the library, 44 (88%) users are satisfied with drinking 
water, 39(78%) users are satisfied with Lighting, 38(76%) users are 
satisfied with space for reading, 36(72%) users are satisfied with 
Ventilation of the library and 34(68%) users are satisfied with equipment. 
Therefore, the most of the users of JMI and IIT library are satisfied with 
all the services given by the library. 
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ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA 
(FOR STAFF) 
Table-1 
Library services provided in the library 
Services 
Literature search 
CAS 
SDI 
Audio-visual service 
Reference service 
Translation service 
Reprographic service 
JMI Library 
V 
V 
V 
V 
IIT Library 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
Table-1 shows that JMI library provides literature search, CAS, reference 
service and reprographic services. IIT library provides literature search, 
CAS, SDI, audio visual, reference service, translation service and 
reprographic services. 
From this we concluded that IIT Library provides most of the services 
than the library of JMI. 
Table-2 
Number of computerized sections 
Sections 
Technical 
Acquisition 
Classification 
Reference 
JMI Library 
Yes 
V 
V 
V 
V 
No 
IIT Li 
Yes 
V 
V 
V 
V 
brary 
No 
Table-2 show that al sections are computerized both the libraries. 
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Table-3 
Use of software in the library 
Software 
LIBSYS 
SOUL 
WINISIS 
JMI Library 
Yes 
V 
No 
IIT Library 
Yes 
V 
No 
It is clear in table-3 that both the libraries are using LIBSYS software. 
Table-4 
Automated services 
Automated services 
Automated circulation 
CD-ROM data bases 
ON-LINE journal 
Library OP AC 
Web OP AC 
Digital resources 
JMI Library 
Yes 
^ 
V 
V 
V 
No 
IIT Library 
Yes 
< 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
No 
From Table-4 it is clear that JMI library provide automated circulation, 
ON-LINE journal, Library OP AC and Digital resources. While Library of 
IIT provide automated circulation, CD-ROM data bases, ON-LINE 
journal, Library OP AC, Web OP AC and digital resources. 
Table-5 
Use of website 
Web site 
General 
Sub-related 
Recreational 
Others 
JMI 
V 
IIT 
V 
V 
Table-5 shows that the library of JMI used general website while the 
library of IIT is used sub-related and recreational web site. 
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Table-6 
Use of computerized catalogue 
Computerized catalogue 
Yes 
No 
JMI 
V 
IIT 
V 
In tabIe-6 it is clear that both the libraries JMI and IIT use computerized 
catalogue. 
Table-7 
Type of cataloguing card format 
Format 
AACR-I 
AACR-I 
CCC 
JMI 
V 
IIT 
V 
V 
V 
Table-7 shows that the library of JMI using AACR-II format for 
cataloguing cards and IIT library using AACR-I, AACR-II and CCC 
format cataloguing cards. 
Table-8 
Which type of subject heading are used 
Subject Heading 
Library of Congress Subject Heading 
Sears list of Subject Heading 
Any other please specify 
JMI 
V 
IIT 
V 
V 
Table-8 shows that library of JMI using the Library of Congress Subject 
Heading and library of IIT using Library of Congress Subject Heading 
and Sears List of Subject Heading. 
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Table-9 
Total number of bonafied members (approximately) 
Bonafied members 
Teaching & non-teaching 
Students 
JMI 
1000 
15000 
IIT 
2000 
16000 
Table-9 shows that teaching and non-teaching members are 1000 in JMI 
in comparison to IIT which has 2000 members. There are 15000 students 
in JMI comparative to IIT which has 16000 students. 
This shows that IIT Library has more members teaching and non-teaching 
and also students in comparison to JMI library. 
Table-10 
Availability of web OPAC 
Table-10 indicates that Web OPAC is not available in JMI in comparison 
to IIT library. 
Web OPAC 
YES 
NO 
JMI IIT 
V 
Table-11 
Subscribing of E- journals 
Subscribing E-joumal 
YES 
NO 
JMI 
V 
IIT 
V 
This table shows that both JMI and IIT are subscribing e-joumals. 
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Chapter-6 
Findings, Conclusion and Suggestions 
Findings 
50 questionnaires were distributed to eacli of the university and the 
students. The researchers were received 100% filled questionnaire. 
The corporative attitude of the students could succeed in this 
important data tabulation and findings. 
On the basis of the analysis of the survey carried on the following 
findings can be arrived at: 
1. The study reveals that 70% users in JMI visit the library 
4atly while in IIT 66% users use the library daily. 
2. \Mq^ of the users of JMI and IIT visit the l i b r ^ to study 
purpose and to borrow books. 
3. The study shows thaUnost,of the users are aware about the 
availability of the services provided by the library while very 
few percentages of the users are not aware. 
4. The study shows that tnostjof the users are satisfied with the 
library services provided'by the JMI & IIT library. 
5. Most of the users i.e. 76% of JMI and 84% of IIT are using 
Internet service provided in the lab of the library. 
.^  6. The study reveals that most of the users i.e. 60% and 64% 
/ IIT users do not use the shelves for searching the document. 
" 7 . The study shows that most^of the'users of JMI & IIT search 
the document by Author and Subject. 
8. A majority of the users of IIT are using OP AC easily and do 
not face any problem. While some users of JMI are facing 
problem in using OP AC. 
9. The study reveals that maximum users of JMI & IIT find 
Information through search engines as compared to 
electronic databases. 
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10. High percentages of users are satisfied with the behavior of 
library staff. While some of the users are not satisfied with 
the behavior of library staff. 
11.Most of the users are satisfied with the library facilities i.e. 
space for reading, cleanliness and drinking water. 
Tenability of Hypothesis 
The tenability of hypothesis can be checked in the light of the 
above findings: 
HYPOTHESIS-1 
Most of the users of JMI and IIT visit the library daily. 
According to the result of table-2, large numbers of users of JMI & 
IIT visit the library daily. 
So the hypothesis is proved true. 
HYPOTHESIS-2 
High percentages of the users of JMI & IIT library are expected to 
visit the library frequently to borrow books and study purpose. 
Table-4 shows that most of the users of IIT & JMI visit the library 
for study purpose and to borrow books. 
Therefore this hypothesis is proved true. 
HYPOTHESIS-3 
High percentages of users of JMI & IIT are aware about most of 
the services provided by both the libraries. 
Table-5 shows that many users of JMI & IIT are aware about the 
services provided to them by the libraries. 
So, this hypothesis is proved to be true. 
HYPOTHESIS-4 
Large numbers of users are utilizing the internet service available 
in both the libraries. 
Table-11 shows that almost all of the users of JMI and IIT are 
utilizing the Internet facility provided in their libraries. 
Therefore this hypothesis is proved to be true. 
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HYPOTHESIS-5 
Most of the users of both the libraries have no problem in using 
OPAC. 
Table-9 shows that users of JMI & IIT use OPAC easily and face 
no problem in using it. 
Therefore this hypothesis is proved true. 
HYPOTHESIS-6 
A large number of users are satisfied with the behavior of the 
library staff 
Table-12 shows that users of JMI & IIT are satisfied by the 
behavior of the staff of library. 
Therefore this hypothesis is also to be proved true. 
Conclusion 
The present study examine "use of library services among the users 
of Jamia Millia Islamia (JMI) and Indian Institute of Technology 
(IIT), Delhi: A survey". 
The objectives of the study shows that most of the users are 
satisfied with 
Various types of services provided by JMI and IIT 1 
Library. Jamia Millia Islamia provides Internet & OPAC service 
but do not provide Web OPAC for the users and IIT library provide 
Internet, OPAC and Web OPAC service for the users. However 
library is a collection of sources, resources and services. It is a 
place where books and users interact together for the transmission 
of civilization and cultivation of human beings. In the present time 
a revolutionary change with the technology had occurred. 
Therefore the university plays a great role to find out the maximum 
output for the use of technology. Libraries provide collection and 
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services to their users so that every student provides maximum 
contribution for the development in the field of library and 
information science. The main aim of librarian is to provide 
maximum sources and services to the users according to their 
needs. It was observed that IIT library provides maximum services 
for the users that the library of JMI. The users of both the libraries 
are satisfied with the behavior of library staff, overall collection, 
services and facilities of the library. It was also observed that the 
students of both the universities want some improvement in the 
libraries for the most successful utilization of the library services. 
Suggestions 
1. JMI & IIT libraries have all the type of collection i.e. Books, 
Periodicals, Journals, News papers, E-resources etc. But users 
of both the libraries are not using periodicals & e-resources as 
compared to other collections. So it is suggested that both the 
libraries should publicize the periodicals and e-resources for the 
users. So that the users can use it. 
2. Some users of JMI library are facing problem in using OP AC. 
So it is suggested that JMI library should give training to the 
users for using OP AC easily. 
3. Maximum users of JMI and IIT are searching information 
through search engines as compared to electronic databases. So 
it is suggested that both the libraries encourage the users to 
search the information through electronic journals and other 
sources. 
4. JMI university library should provide Web OP AC for the users. 
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DEPARTMENT OF LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE 
ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY, ALIGARH 
Dear Friends, 
I am conducting a survey on " Use of Library Services among the 
users of JMI & IIT, Delhi: A survey" for my M.L.I.Sc. 
Dissertation work under the supervision of Mrs. Nishat Fatima 
(Snr. Lecturer), Dept of library Science, A.M.U., Aligarh. 
I would like to request you to fill up this questionnaire & give 
your valuable suggestions in the space given. I would be highly 
thankful to you. 
Yours Friend 
Mouzzama Nafees 
M.L.I.Sc. 
QUESTIONNAIRE FOR USERS 
Name: 
Gender: (Male/ Female): 
Institute: 
Category: UG/PG/Researcher 
Q. 1 Do you visit library regularly? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
If yes please specify the number of times you visit the library in a week: 
i) Daily 
ii) 2-3 times a week 
iii) Once in a week 
iv) Seldom 
Q.2 Which material you use frequently in the library? 
i) Books 
ii) Periodicals 
iii) Journals 
iv) Newspapers 
v) E-resources 
Q.3 What is the main purpose of visit to the library? 
i)For study purpose 
ii)For research purpose 
iii)To borrow books 
iv)To spend leisure time 
Any other 
Q.4 Are you aware about the following types of services available in the library? 
i) Inter-library service ( ) 
ii) Reference service ( ) 
iii) Current awareness service ( ) 
iii) Selective dissemination of information ( ) 
Q.5 Which library services do you use? 
i) Lending service ( ) 
ii) Books 
iii) Videos 
iv) Periodicals 
v) Inter-library loan 
vi) Reference and information service 
vii) Bibliographic service 
viii) Internet service 
ix) CD-ROM 
x) Photocopying service 
xi) Microfilm service 
Q6 Are you satisfied with the library services: 
i) Very satisfied 
ii) Dissatisfied 
iii) Satisfied 
iv) Very dissatisfied 
CATALOGUING 
Q.7 Do you consult the card catalogues in your library? 
i) Yes ( ) 
ii) No ( ) 
Q.8 Do you use the catalogue when searching for resources? 
i) Always ( ) 
ii) Mostly ( ) 
iii) Sometimes ( ) 
iv) Never ( ) 
Q.9 Do you use the shelves when searching for resources 
i) Always 
ii) Mostly 
iii) Sometimes 
iv) Never 
Q.IO When using the catalogue, do you search by: 
i) Keyword 
ii) Subject 
iii) Author 
iv) Title 
Q. 11 Are you able to find specific title/subject areas you 
check the catalogue? 
i) Always 
ii) Mostly ( ) 
iii) Sometimes ( ) 
iv) Never ( ) 
Q.12 Do you use OPAC for searching the document? Yes( ) 
Q.13 Do you feel any problem while using OPAC? 
are looking for when you 
) 
No( ) 
i) Very easy 
ii) Easy 
iii) Fairly difficult 
iv) Difficuh 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
CIRCULATION 
Q.14 Which floor would you find circulation section? 
i) Top ( ) 
ii) Middle ( ) 
iii) Bottom ( ) 
Q. 15 If you want to find books you have checked out, you would go to ... 
i) Reference service ( ) 
11) Circulation service ( ) 
ill) Online at my record on library homepage ( ) 
Q.16 To which periodicals does your library provide? 
I) Scholarly ( ) 
ii) Theological ( ) 
ill) Popular ( ) 
iv) All of them ( ) 
Q.17 Which of the following are available for checkout at circulation service? 
i) Video cameras ( ) 
II) Headphones ( ) 
iii) Digital cameras ( ) 
iv) All are not available in the library ( ) 
Q. 18 Does your library provide the Open Access System? 
Yes( ) No( ) 
Q.19 Helpfulness of staff in providing customer friendly and effective service ? 
1) Very satisfied ( ) 
ii) Dissatisfied ( ) 
iii) Satisfied ( ) 
iv) Very dissatisfied ( ) 
REFERENCE SERVICE 
Q.20 How often do you ask for reference or information assistance? 
i) Rarely ( ) 
ii) Un Rarely ( ) 
Q.21 How often do you ask for reference or information assistance outside the library? 
1) Rarely ( ) 
ii) Un Rarely ( ) 
Q.22 How do you feel about the responsiveness of personal assistance from library staff? 
i) Very satisfied 
ii) Moderate satisfied 
iii) Dissatisfied 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
Q23 How much you are satisfied with physical resources and delivery service? 
Resource type ( ) Unsatisfied ( ) Satisfied ( ) Dissatisfied ( ) 
i) 
ii) 
iii) 
iv) 
Book 
Video aids 
Leaflets 
Posters 
v) Delivery service 
ELECTRONIC SERVICE 
Q24 Do you have internet facility in your library? 
Yes( ) No( ) 
Q.25 Do you have internet access at work? 
Yes ( ) No ( ) 
Q.26 Do you find any of the following information is electronically? 
i) Search engines 
ii)Institution website 
iii) Electronic journals 
iv)Electronic databases through library 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
Q.27 Do you think online and CD-ROM databases are essential? 
Yes( ) No( ) 
Q.28 Are you facing any problem in using internet service? 
Yes ( ) No( ) 
Q.29 Do you aware with the inter-library loan service? 
Yes( ) No( ) 
Q. 3o How much resource loans is helpful to you, are you satisfied? 
i) Satisfied 
ii) Dissatisfied 
iii) Very satisfied 
iv)Very dissatisfied 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
Q.31 Are you satisfied with the following facilities of the library? 
Yes No 
i) Space for reading 
ii) Lighting 
iii) Ventilation 
iv) Equipment 
v) Drinking water 
If you want to give some suggestions please give, 
DEPARTMENT OF LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE 
ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY, ALIGARH 
Respected Sir/Madam, 
I am conducting a survey on "Use of Library Services among the users of JMl &. IT, 
Delhi: A survey" for my M.L.I.Sc. Dissertation work under the supervision of Mrs. Nishat 
Fatima (Snr. Lecturer), Dept of library Science, A.M.U., Aligarh. 
I would like to request you to fill up this questionnaire & give your valuable 
suggestions in the space given. I would be highly thankful to you. 
Yours sincerely 
Mouzzama Nafees 
M.L.I.Sc. 
QUESTIONNAIRE FOR LIBRARY STAFF 
Name: 
Gender: (Male/ Female) 
Institution: 
Designation: 
1. Are you : i) Full-time Employed 
ii) Part-time Employed 
2. Do you provide the following library services? 
i) Literature Search 
ii) Current Awareness Service 
iii) Selective Dissemination of Information 
iv) Audio-Visual service 
v) Reference service 
vi) Translation service 
vii) Reprographic service 
3. Does your library provide open access system? Yes 
No 
4. Which are the sections computerized in your library: 
i) Technical section 
ii) Acquisition 
iv) Classification section 
v) Reference section 
5. Which software you are using? 
i) LIBSYS 
li) SOUL 
iii) WINISIS 
Any other, please specify 
6. Which automated services are provided by your library? 
i) Automated circulation of books. 
ii) CD-ROM databases services 
iii) ONLINE journal subscription 
iv) Library OPAC 
V) Web OPAC 
vi) Digital resources 
7. Do you provide SDI services? Yes ( ) No 
Sub field 
No. of user 
8. Do you reprographic services? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
If Yes, please specify 
i) Photo state ( ) 
ii) Microfilming ( ) 
iii) Microfilming ( ) 
iv) Thermo fax ( ) 
Others 
9. Network facility is available in your library? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
10. Which type of website is used more in your library? 
i) General ( ) 
ii) Sub-related ( ) 
iii) Recreational ( ) 
iv) Others ( ) 
11. Do you have any provision of online search? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
12. Do you allow your user to do online search themselves? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
13. Do you charge for online service? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
If Yes please specify the charge 
14. Do you have internet facility in your library? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
15. Does your library use computerized catalogue? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
16. Which format you are using for cataloguing cards? 
i)AACR-I ( ) 
ii)AACR-II ( ) 
iii)CCC ( ) 
Iv) Any other please specify 
17. Which subject heading you are using ? 
i) Library of Congress Subject Heading ( ) 
ii) Sears List of Subject Heading ( ) 
Any other please specify 
18. For which work computers are used maximum in cataloguing sections? 
i) To produce catalogue ( ) 
ii) To enter bibliographic records ( ) 
iii) To generate barcode labels ( ) 
Any other please specify 
19. Total number of bonafied members (approximately). 
i) Teaching & non-teaching ( ) 
ii) Students ( ) 
20. Do you feed the records of these members in computers? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
If Yes, then please specify 
21. How charging & discharging of documents is done? 
i) Manually ( ) 
ii) Computerized ( ) 
22. Do you use barcode technology for issue & return? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
If yes, please specify 
23. Are you sending reminder to the users to return the overdue books? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
If Yes, then specify 
24. The automated circulation is helpful to 
i) Update loan files ( ) 
ii) Prepare statistics ( ) 
iii) Check out due books ( ) 
iv) All the above ( ) 
25. How receiving of journal is done? 
i) Manually ( ) 
ii) Computerized ( ) 
26. Do you place order ofbooks/journals online? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
27. Do you subscribe E-journals? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
28. What type of journals you are subscribing from the following: 
i) Indexing & abstracting ( ) 
ii) Full text ( ) 
Any other, please specify 
29. How many journals your library is subscribing? 
i) 500-600 ( ) 
ii) 700-800 ( ) 
iii) More than 1000 ( ) 
Any other, please specify 
30. Total number of OPAC terminals provided by the library ? 
31. Which operating system is being used for OPAC? 
i)DOS ( ) 
ii) Windows NT ( ) 
iii) UNIX ( ) 
Any other, please specify 
32. Is your library OPAC available on web? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
33. Have you created your own software? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
If yes, then which one 
34. After computerization library services would be: 
35. 
36. 
i) Improved ( ) 
ii) About same ( ) 
iii) Deteriorated ( ) 
iv) Don't say ( ) 
As a result use of IT the status / designation of your position would be: 
i) Same ( ) 
ii) Down graded ( ) 
iii) Upgraded ( ) 
iv) Don't say ( ) 
Are you satisfied with the overall functions of the library? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
Please specify 
